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City’s Fast Electric Vehicle Chargers to Power Fleet Vehicles in a Fraction of 
the Time 

 

In Addition to Supporting Greenest Municipal Vehicle Fleet in the Country, Some 
Chargers Now Open for Public Use 

 

NEW YORK – New York City Department of Citywide Administrative Services 
(DCAS) Commissioner Lisette Camilo today announced that the City has opened 
58 fast electric vehicle charging stations to power City fleet vehicles. Fast electric 
vehicle chargers can charge vehicles seven times as quickly as regular chargers – 
allowing for 120 miles of driving on a one-hour charge. Faster charging will enable 
DCAS to phase out more gas-powered vehicles and replace them with electric 
vehicles to help meet Mayor Bill de Blasio’s goal of a fully-electric vehicle fleet by 
2040. The City currently has over 2,700 electric vehicles in its fleet. By the end of 
the year, the City expects to have at least 100 fast charging stations in operation.  
 

In addition to the fast chargers’ use for City fleet vehicles, DCAS has opened two 
charging stations for public use: three fast chargers are available at Randalls 
Island and two at Midland Beach. At least five stations will be available for public 
use by June 2021.  
 

“The City of New York is building the greenest municipal vehicle fleet in the 
country and will have an all-electric fleet by 2040,” said Lisette Camilo, 
Commissioner of the NYC Department of Citywide Administrative Services. 
“As more gas-powered vehicles are replaced with electric vehicles, we will now be 
able to charge them faster than ever before.”    
 

The City began implementing fast electric vehicle chargers as part of its NYC 
Clean Fleet Initiative in 2019. The achievement announced today brings the City 
one step closer to its goal of cutting fleet emissions in half by 2025. DCAS is in the 
process of bidding additional electric vehicle contracts for fleet vehicles used in 
government operations, including electric garbage trucks for the Department of 
Parks and Recreation, electric vans, and electric pickup trucks. These new units 
will rely on the fast charging network. In addition to environmental benefits, electric 
vehicles save money on vehicle maintenance and fueling costs.   
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Currently, the City has one of the largest electric vehicle charging networks in the 
country, with over 1,000 charging ports and growing. The network includes 87 
solar carports that can charge vehicles using nothing but sunlight. These solar 
carports are mobile and can also be used for emergency charging if other 
charging options are unavailable. This City’s solar carport initiative is the largest 
portable solar carport project in the world.  
 

“Thanks to Mayor de Blasio, NYC Fleet is on its way to an all-electric future by 
2040,” said, Keith Kerman, NYC Chief Fleet Officer and DCAS Deputy 
Commissioner. “Fast charging is critical to support the expansion of plug-in 
technology to the City’s fleet of vans, pickups, and public works trucks that support 
critical public services every day. This new clean charging infrastructure paves the 
way for the fleet of tomorrow.”  
 

"Fast, reliable charging infrastructure plays a vital role in ensuring the successful 
adoption of electric vehicles,” said Joy Gardner, Executive Director, Empire 
Clean Cities. ”With over 50 DCFC chargers and counting, DCAS is proving its 
commitment to reaching the Mayor’s goal of becoming a zero emission fleet and 
improving the air quality of the communities it serves. Now more than ever, it is 
crucial for us to take action to mitigate the effects of climate change and we 
applaud the New York City fleet team for their continued role as leaders in the 
transition to clean transportation solutions."  
  
“New York City increasing availability of electric charging stations not only keeps 
New Yorkers moving, it cleans our air,” said Mary Barber, Director, Regulatory 
& Legislative Affairs at Environmental Defense Fund. “The Mayor’s decision to 
build out 50 new fast charging stations is an investment in New York’s clean 
energy future. EDF looks forward to helping the city build on this foundation and 
ready its fleet and fueling depots for a transition to all-electric vehicles by 2040.”  
  
“Today’s announcement of a new milestone in the vehicle charging network of the 
NYC Fleet is just the latest instance of leadership in action,” said Benjamin 
Mandel, Northeast Regional Director of CALSTART, a leading national clean 
transportation non-profit organization. “NYC Fleet not only sets the boldest 
targets for fleet electrification of any municipality in the nation, but it consistently 
delivers on those commitments and demonstrates for the industry that clean 
vehicles bring additional benefits in terms of performance, operational cost 
savings, air quality, and green jobs. We applaud Mayor de Blasio and 
Commissioner Camilo for setting the strategic direction for the City fleet, and 
congratulate Deputy Commissioner Keith Kerman, Assistant Commissioner Brent 
Taylor and Director of Fleet Sustainability Jonathan Ells on achieving their latest 
milestone.”   
 

To date, DCAS has replaced 2,200 gas-powered on-road fleet vehicles with plug-
in electric models. The City also operates over 500 off-road electric and solar 
units. Through electric vehicles, hybrids, and other efficiencies, DCAS has 



reduced total fuel use by over 2.8 million gallons over the last three years. The 
benefits of an electric fleet are not only greener, but economical as well. 
Compared to gas-powered vehicles, the all-electric sedan costs 65% less to 
maintain, saving over $550 per year for each vehicle.  
 

In addition to ongoing investments in green technologies to reduce emissions, in 
March 2019 Mayor Bill de Blasio signed an executive order to reduce the size of 
the city’s on-road vehicle fleet by March 2021. The City is on target to meet and 
exceed this goal. 

 

About DCAS 
 

The Department of Citywide Administrative Services (DCAS) provides shared 
services to support the operations of New York City government. Its commitment 
to equity, effectiveness, and sustainability guides its work with City agencies on 
recruiting, hiring, and training employees; providing facilities management for 56 
public buildings; acquiring, selling, and leasing City property; purchasing more 
than $1 billion in supplies and equipment each year; and implementing 
conservation and safety programs through the City's facilities and vehicle fleet. 
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